Are there any differences in three-dimensional placental vascular indices obtained using conventional power Doppler and high-definition flow imaging?
The purpose of this study was to determine whether there are differences in values and reproducibility of three-dimensional (3D) vascular indices obtained on placental volumes using power Doppler (PD) or high-definition flow imaging (HDFI) techniques. A prospective study was performed on 121 uncomplicated singleton pregnancies at 11 + 0 to 13 + 6 weeks of gestation. Two placental volumes were acquired from each pregnancy. Vascularization index (VI), flow index (FI) and vascularization flow index (VFI) were then analyzed and compared. In order to assess the reproducibility of the measurements, two additional placental volumes obtained with both PD and HDFI were acquired in 31 pregnancies and the agreement assessed by intraclass correlation coefficients. Inter-observer variability was assessed by analyzing all the volumes by two observers blinded to each other's. A significant relationship was observed between the vascular indices values obtained with the two techniques (VI Pearson's r=0.891 p<0.001; FI r=0.769 p<0.001; VFI r=0.847 p<0.001). The median values of VI, FI and VFI were significantly higher when obtained with HDFI imaging. In serial recordings, the ICCs resulted higher when volumes were acquired with HDFI rather than with PD techniques. Similarly, HDFI demonstrated a higher inter-observer reproducibility. 3D vascular indices calculated using HDFI are higher than those calculated using conventional PD. Although the relationship between the two methods is high, HDFI shows a better reproducibility suggesting its potential clinical application.